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Monitoring proteins and protein networks
using reverse phase protein arrays
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Abstract. Recent advances in high throughput, high content “omic” technologies coupled with clinical information has lead to
the expectation that the complexity of the molecular information generated will lead to more robust scientific research as well
as the expectation that overarching therapeutic approaches will be patient-tailored to the underlying specific molecular defects
of the disease. As disease understanding progresses and more therapeutics, which predominately target proteins, are developed
there is a need to more confidently determine the protein signaling events that can be correlated with drug response since the
deranged protein signaling networks are often the drug target itself. In this environment, the Reverse Phase Protein Microarray
(RPMA) can be utilized to address the needs of both clinical screening and disease understanding through its ability to provide
an unmatched functional and highly multiplexed signaling network level mapping of ongoing signaling activation, coupled with
the ability of the platform to provide this information reproducibly from a tiny needle biopsy specimen or fine needle aspirate.
This platform has now been utilized for biomarker discovery/validation and advancements in disease understanding both in the
clinic and at the bench in the fields of cancer, liver disease, immunological disorders, and bacterial infection.

1. Introduction

As individualized medicine pushes the limits of sci-
entific exploration and understanding, the complexities
involved in mapping human genetic profiles continues
to create more questions than answers. Advancements
in the understanding of disease have required contribu-
tions from both the fields of genomics and proteomics.
The combination of these two fields paints a complete
picture of disease progression and potential causes. Ge-
nomics is able to identify mutations, polymorphisms,
and splice variants. Proteomics focuses on variations in
signaling from cell to cell, signaling changes that occur
over time, and the ultimate effect on protein function
resulting from gene alterations. While recent findings
in diseases such as cancer reveal mutational underpin-
nings, each patient displays a distinct mutational fin-
gerprint and at a functional level, these mutations cor-
respond to distinct pathway effects. Thus, protein me-
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diated signaling is both directly and indirectly effected
by these mutational alterations in addition to influences
of the tissue microenvironment. This has lead to a need
to establish an understanding of protein function with-
in the unique cellular microenvironment, and to show
how protein pathways are linked and coordinately reg-
ulate cellular processes. These findings can ultimate-
ly be applied to disease understanding, advancements
in diagnostics, specific drug targeting, and therapeutic
response monitoring [8,13,17,24,27].

Microarrays have arisen to be an effective and versa-
tile platform from which to conduct research. Microar-
rays have been utilized to profile disease at the DNA,
RNA, and protein levels. This has led to discoveries of
disease susceptibility genes, gene alterations, drug tar-
gets, and protein expression profiles correlated to dis-
ease outcome and drug response. Despite the contribu-
tions made by molecular profiling, the effort has been
unable to capture the complexity of the cellular protein
networks for several reasons [27,28]. First, gene tran-
script levels have not been significantly correlated with
protein expression levels. In addition, RNA transcript
levels provide little insight into the state of cellular sig-
naling networks or protein-protein interactions, making
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Forward Phase Protein Microarray

Reverse Phase Protein Microarray

Fig. 1. Protein microarray platforms. Forward phase arrays (top) immobilize multiple antibodies that are individually spotted and designed to
bind specific antigen within a sample. Bound antigens are then detected through direct labeling. Reverse phase arrays (bottom) immobilize
multiple protein samples, also spotted individually. An antigen specific primary antibody binds the protein of interest, followed by a secondary
antibody with a fluorescent tag.

it necessary to directly investigate protein-driven sig-
naling. Lastly, most therapeutic agents target proteins
not genes, and these proteins are most often protein
kinases and/or their substrates. The activation state of
these proteins and the signaling networks within which
they are subsumed are in a constant state of change [27,
28]. This dynamic interplay is not observable within
DNA and RNA based molecular studies. In order to
generate information regarding these signaling network
interactions, there is a need to utilize a proteomic-based
platform.

Protein arrays fall into two general classifications:
forward phase arrays and reverse phase arrays. Forward
phase protein microarrays (FPPM) involve the immo-
bilization of multiple antibodies, which are individual-
ly spotted on the array surface, followed by exposure
to a single protein sample. In contrast, reverse phase
protein microarrays (RPMA) entail the deposition of
multiple protein samples, also individually spotted, and
then probed with a single validated antibody (Fig. 1).
RPMA, unlike other protein arrays, involves the immo-
bilization of all proteins present in an individual tissue
or cell population instead of a single probe. The RPMA
enables use of a smaller sample size and enables all
experimental samples to be processed under the same
experimental conditions [10,13,16,27]. A further ben-
efit of the RPMA platform is utilization of denatured
lysates to enhance antigen retrieval or non-denatured
lysates, such as microdissected tissue, to enable moni-
toring of protein interaction to include protein-protein,
protein-DNA, and protein-RNA.

In general an RPMA experimental procedure re-
quires samples to be deposited onto a nitrocellulose
coated slide and arrayed in a serial dilution to provide
accurate quantification through enlarging the dynamic
range and to serve as an internal standard [16,22]. The
array is then probed with an antibody shown to be spe-
cific for the target protein, which is usually determined
via western blot. Next, the array is incubated with a bi-
otinylated secondary antibody that binds to the prima-
ry antibody. Lastly, a streptavadin-linked label, either
fluorophore or colormetric, binds to the biotin to en-
able visualization. The array is then imaged, analyzed,
and interpreted. For each spot, the intensity value is
proportional to the quantity of primary antibody bound
to the protein of interest within each protein sample
present [13,27].

There are a few pivotal strengths that the RPMA plat-
form has over other protein detection systems. It is a
well-known fact that proteins are unable to be ampli-
fied by a technique such as polymerase chain reaction;
so, this creates a need for a method that gives a robust
signal and only requires a small amount of sample. A
conventional western blot requires 5 × 105 cells for
adequate detection, whereas the RPMA requires only
around 200 cells per array [23]. In addition, the RPMA
platform exhibits extremely sensitive analyte detection
with levels as low as 1.0 × 10−21 mol or 1.0 × 10−18

g for a given protein and an ability to detect a variance
of less then 10%. Sensitivity is achieved through the
ability to easily obtain the linear range through spotting
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Samples 

Reference Controls 

Fig. 2. Example of a Reverse phase protein microarray. Samples are spotted in a 5 point dilution curve to provide intensity values within the
linear range. Reference positive control samples, in this case commercially available lysates, are also present in a 10 point dilution curve. This
further enhances quantification and enables sample comparisons across slides.

samples in a dilution curve. In addition direct quantita-
tive measurements are possible when comparing sam-
ples to reference spots that are printed on the same ar-
ray (Fig. 2). Reproducibility is further enhanced due
to the fact that direct tagging of the analyte is not re-
quired. All of these attributes combined result in a
highly sensitive robust system [25,27].

2. Disease understanding and treatment

Many different causes can contribute to an al-
tered protein activation pattern such as mutation, over-
expression, or mutation of an interacting protein. Iden-
tification of activated or altered signaling networks that
possibly correlate with disease progression or onset can
be useful in the development of effective disease treat-
ment and diagnosis. An ability to identify pivotal pro-
tein interactions or nodes within a signaling network
that can be used as therapeutic targets or as biomarkers
to monitor disease progression, drug responsiveness,
or for diagnosis is necessary to develop more effective
drug therapies and patient specific treatments. RPMAs
have been used to gain a deeper understanding into var-
ious types of cancers, pathway characterizations, bac-
terial infection mechanisms, and immunological disor-
ders [5,12,13,20]. These studies further exemplify the
experimental versatility accommodated by the RPMA
platform.

Many different experimental designs have been used
to study various types of cancers such as studies exam-
ining colorectal, glioma, rhabdomyosarcoma, as well
as studies characterizing the mechanism of anticancer
agents. In the case of colorectal cancer, the experi-

mental design involved the examination of differences
in the activation levels of mitogen-activated protein ki-
nase (MAPK) when comparing diseased stromal tissue
to uninvolved tissue. Contrary to what had been tradi-
tionally thought it was found that the MAPK pathway
in diseased tissue exhibited reduced activation when
compared to the uninvolved tissue. This was estab-
lished through the use of total protein antibodies as
well as phospho-specific antibodies. This study was
able to show that perhaps MAPK was not as ideal a
potential drug target as previously thought [9]. RPMA
have also been utilized to study the varying degrees of
glioma, a tumor affecting the nervous system, and how
their pathway alterations compare. This study was able
to identify 12 proteins that showed higher expression
levels in glioblastomas when compared to lower-grade
tumors. Here the RPMA platform facilitated the iden-
tity of some proteins that may provide insight into tu-
mor progression and aggressiveness in varying states
of glioma [11]. In the case of rhabdomyosarcoma,
33% of children fail to respond to therapy regardless
of disease stage or histological subtype, resulting in
a need to identify functionally relevant networks that
can be utilized for new treatment strategies. Through
the use of RPMAs, a strong correlation between the
activation of multiple interconnected Akt/mammalian
target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway components and
poor overall survival was established. It was also found
that insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1) is subject to a
negative feedback loop in response to Akt/mTOR acti-
vation. This feedback loop was found to be dysregu-
lated in non-survivor samples. Here RPMAs were able
to aid in identifying a potential pathway that can be
monitored as a means to select patient treatment [18].
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Lastly, RPMAs have been utilized to gain insight into
the mechanism of the anticancer agent NSC-741909.
Through monitoring of 77 protein biomarkers in cell
lines derived from lung, colon, breast, ovary, and kid-
ney cancers at different time points post treatment, it
was found that sustained activation of c-jun N-terminal
protein kinase (JNK) through inhibition of dephospho-
rylation was the main contributor to the apoptotic ef-
fects of NSC-741909. This was confirmed through the
use of a JNK inhibitor and use of a JNK dominant-
negative construct. Here the array displays its abil-
ity to process many different samples and endpoints
with all the test conditions being consistent for each
endpoint [25].

The RPMA was also utilized to generate experimen-
tal data regarding the timing of the p53-mouse dou-
ble minute 2 (Mdm2) feedback loop which has been
well characterized and mathematically modeled, but
the specifics of the timing events were largely lacking.
This type of experimental design would generate a large
number of samples from many different time points and
would require a quantitative, high-throughput protein
monitoring system. Here the RPMA allowed pathway
characterization at the systems level through the usage
of wild-type and knockout models to further elucidate
the inner workings of this feedback loop [20].

The RPMA platform can also be applied to study the
mechanism of infection by various microorganisms, in
this case Salmonella, into the host cell. In this exper-
iment, Salmonella lacking one or a few components
thought to aid in infection and host cell re-programming
were selected [12]. This approach allowed the signal-
ing events that occur at various stages of infection to
be monitored, in addition to an ability to monitor in-
dividual or joint contributions by various virulent fac-
tors depleted in the mutant bacterial populations. This
study reveals the RPMA to provide the high through-
put and small sample size for which it is touted. Uti-
lization of this methodology can be further applied to
studies of the infection process through examination of
cultures of activated macrophages or other professional
phagocytes exposed to various wild type and mutant
bacteria to characterize the molecular determinants for
resistance to phagocytosis in addition to other cellular
aspects [12].

Lastly, RPMAs have also been utilized to study T-
cell signaling. This study involved examination of T
cell receptor signaling in Jurkat T cells. T cells were
treated with CD3 or CD3 in combination with CD28.
The vast array of phospho-endpoints examined revealed
that CD28 did have an effect on the cells dependent

on the exposure time. This platform enabled a large
scale examination of the effects of treated cells, over
the course of time with a broad variety of endpoints [5].
The above experiments demonstrate just a few of the
experimental designs for which RPMAs can be utilized.

2.1. Biomarker discovery and validation

In addition to facilitating advancements in disease
understanding, RPMAs have also aided in character-
izing and identifying biomarkers. Events within the
cell occur very rapidly, making it difficult to capture a
real time image of these signaling events. The ability
to obtain this imagery has significant applications in
biomarker discovery. Monitoring the activation of a
signaling pathway, in a patient’s tumor, enables the de-
termination of drug responsiveness when treated with
an inhibitor targeting a node in a specific pathway,
hence serving as a predictive biomarker. In addition,
monitoring the activation status of a given protein pre-
and post-treatment serves as a reliable indicator of the
treatments effectiveness, acting as a pharmacodynam-
ic biomarker. One such example, breast cancer falls
into distinct molecular subtypes that vary in prognosis
and drug response. The ability to do broad scale path-
way monitoring utilizing the RPMA platform showed
that the activation of certain pathways occurred in a
subtype-specific manner [2]. These findings further
pronounce the need for more fine tuned therapeutic
treatments that target these differences.

RPMAs have also been diversely utilized for
biomarker discovery and validation both in tissue
sources and serum samples. One such example where
the RPMA platform is able to out perform the cur-
rent biomarker validation methods is seen in the case
of pancreatic cancer biomarker validation. Currently,
many potential biomarkers for pancreatic cancer exist,
but their validation has been difficult due to cost and
the sample size requirements when utilizing the con-
ventional methods of an ELISA or Luminex assay. The
biomarker CA19-9 is currently used in clinical practice
to monitor the effects of cancer therapy and to detect re-
currence in patients with pancreatic cancer. The results
of this study showed that RPMAs can accurately detect
CA19-9 levels. RPMA samples even showed greater
sensitivity over ELISA samples when adjusted for po-
tential loading differences. These results would sug-
gest that RPMAs can be used reliably for rapid patient
monitoring and validation of potential blood biomark-
ers [7].
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The RPMA platform has also been utilized for
biomarker discovery in the cases of colorectal cancer
and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease [3,19]. In col-
orectal cancer very little is known about the molecu-
lar factors that determine the timing or progression to-
ward metastasis. Insight into the signaling driving this
transition may provide clues to enable early diagnosis
and more effective treatment. This study examined the
pathway signaling differences between patients with
colorectal cancer that also experience metastasis and
those who did not. Out of 81 endpoints that were ex-
amined only 9 were found to be significantly altered
between the two groups. This approach enabled the
identification of a few metastatasis-associated proteins
that are statistically different between the two groups.
These finding could result in the generation of more
effective treatments, as well as potential biomarkers
that can be used to determine patients with potential
metastatic cancer [19]. In the case of nonalcoholic fat-
ty liver disease (NAFLD), adipose tissue is being ex-
amined to determine the potential role it may play in
disease development. It has been noted that there is
a range in severity in NAFLD from simple steatosis
(SS), which follows a more benign path, to nonalco-
holic steatohepatitis (NASH). It was found that patients
with NASH showed significant alterations in pathways
relating to insulin resistance when compared to SS and
obese only patients. This study demonstrated a new
approach for potential tissue biomarkers found in adi-
pose tissue that can accurately distinguish NASH from
other types of NAFLD. After further clinical studies to
validate these findings are performed, more effective
treatments for the different variants of NAFLD through
biomarker usage can be implemented [3].

While an ability to utilize serum biomarkers is ide-
al due to low invasiveness and availability, it has been
more challenging to optimize the RPMA platform for
this application. RPMA usage for serum and plas-
ma samples has been limited to the detection of high
abundance proteins. The objective of one experiment
was to optimize the RPMA platform to detect a mid
abundant blood protein called clusterin, a potential
biomarker associated with carcinogenesis, tumorige-
nesis, and chemoresistance, which is present in the
µg/mL range. To optimize the detection of lower abun-
dance proteins, three different slide types were ex-
amined to include nitrocellulose, epoxy coated glass
slides, and MaxiSorpTM black polymer plastic slides.
In addition, the samples were prepared in two different
buffers, non-denaturing buffer (protein printing buffer)
and a denaturing buffer (urea). The nitrocellulose pre-

formed the best with urea buffer, but the conditions
did not optimize attachment and higher background
auto-fluorescence was noted. The most optimal plat-
form was found to be epoxy coated slides with samples
in protein printing buffer. These conditions facilitat-
ed low background, the lowest spot to spot variability,
and showed fluorescent linearity with intensities cor-
responding to plasma serial dilutions. The benefit of
epoxy coated slides relative to nitrocellulose is the re-
duced non-specific background that is seen in the epoxy
slides. Epoxy coated slides also immobilize proteins
covalently which provides a more diffuse distribution of
proteins on the slide, where as the nitrocellulose immo-
bilizes non-covalently (via hydrophobic interactions).
While this study shows promise for detection of serum
biomarkers, further optimization is required since most
clinically relevant biomarkers are present in the ng/mL
range [1]. Another example of serum being utilized
on the RPMA platform involves examination of indi-
viduals with IgA deficiency, one of the most common
primary immunodificiencies found in Caucasians. The
current method of using nephelometry requires higher
sample quantities and low throughput, hence making
it unsuitable for large scale screening and more cost-
ly then the RPMA platform. This study was able to
show that when using epoxy coated slides spotted with
serum samples, IgA levels as low as 1µg/mL were de-
tectable. The RPMA platform facilitated much higher
throughput, in this case printing 2000 patient samples
in triplicate, which would allow for rapid low sample
size screening. It is also possible that if the serum had
some of the higher abundant proteins like albumin and
IgG removed that the sensitivity would increase even
more [10].

2.2. Applications for patient-tailored therapy

The summation of the information gathered through
a better disease understanding, in addition to identi-
fication of disease biomarkers, should result in more
effective individualized treatment. An example of the
need for individualized therapy can be seen when com-
paring primary ovarian samples with their metastatic
counterparts. It was discovered that the metastatic tis-
sue had developed a dramatically different protein sig-
naling signature which appeared to be patient-specific.
These findings just further point out the aberrant pro-
tein functioning, in particular kinase activity that can
be at the root of many diseases. Given the vast array
of molecular defects in ovarian cancer alone, it is in-
evitable that cancer agents will only suit a subset of
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patients during a specific stage of their disease. This
is why the need to study several pathways simultane-
ously and develop a patient “fingerprint” is necessary
for the most effective treatment [22]. It is hoped that
this patient “fingerprint” can then aid in patient-specific
network targeting. This would involve utilization of
a patient’s molecular profile map to assign an optimal
regimen of therapies best suited to an individual’s tu-
mor. This profile or “fingerprint” can then be repeated-
ly monitored through biopsy or molecular imaging and
the treatment regimen adjusted accordingly [17].

2.3. Strengthening the platform

While the RPMA exemplifies a robust platform,
it also has areas for potential performance enhance-
ment. One of the major limitations of the RPMA plat-
form, like all other immunoassay platforms that re-
quire specific primary antibodies, is the availability of
specific antibodies, in particular antibodies that detect
post-translational modifications and activated protein
states. However, fortunately, there now exists a large
and growing selection of well-characterized, phospho-
specific antibodies have become commercially avail-
able [17,27]. Another constant struggle has been prop-
er selection of controls that will suit the largest array
of studies. Two ways being examined to enhance the
platform include use of a silicon membrane in place
of nitrocellulose, as well as examination of other visu-
alization platforms that allow for multiplexing and/or
signaling enhancement.

Selection of proper controls to print in conjunction
with each array that represent the largest array of sam-
ples is very difficult. Ideally in order to confidently
compare across study sets there would be standardiza-
tion of tissue handling and the development of a uni-
versal reference standard that would serve as a posi-
tive control. This universal standard would be deposit-
ed onto each array and allow compensation for varia-
tions in instrumentation, reagents, operators, and sam-
ple types thus enabling study comparisons across time.
A good positive control reference standard should be
renewable, provide reproducible results, provide accu-
rate detection across a broad range of end points, and
be stable over time. However it is very challenging
to find a standard that can accommodate a wide range
of tissue types and study sets. In some cases a cock-
tail of phosphorylated peptides specific for antibodies
commonly used is beneficial. In others a commercial
lysate or several lysates is more beneficial by provid-
ing broader coverage of potential end points [22,27].

Another approach is the use of an internal control of a
selected protein present across all samples, for exam-
ple β-actin. Here the samples were detected through
probing with Cy3-Streptavidin and β-actin was detect-
ed through a Cy5-Streptavidin label. Each Cy3 back-
ground subtracted intensity value was then normalized
to the levels of β-actin [5]. Another example of utiliz-
ing an internal control is seen when using serum sam-
ples. Here an internal control of IgG or albumin can
be chosen. In a study examining both cancerous and
benign samples, similar levels of albumin were noted
making it a suitable protein for normalization. The
normalization of samples to albumin resulted in an in-
crease in sensitivity from 73% to 90% when compared
to non-normalized samples [7].

While nitrocellulose has provided a conducive sub-
stratum for RPMAs due to its high protein bind-
ing abilities, it does have a higher propensity toward
auto-fluorescence. Recently, investigators have de-
veloped and evaluated silicon as an alternative print-
ing surface due to it low auto-fluorescence. Howev-
er, in order to optimize the silicon for use, it requires
physciochemical modifications. There are two dif-
ferent methods that have been examined to optimize
this substrate to result in a membrane that can com-
pete with or potentially out perform its nitrocellulose
counterpart. One method involves combining usage
of titrate reactive ion etching with chemical treatment.
Out of various etching times and chemical treatment
combinations that were explored, etching for 20 min-
utes in combination with mercaptopropyltrimethoxsi-
lane (MPTMS) treatment resulted in a protein-binding
capacity that exceeded the other combinations in ad-
dition to the nitrocellulose [14]. However, in a later
study, 3-aminopropyltriethoxysaline (ATPES) etched
for 180 minutes showed the highest signal after being
normalized to the background, even in comparison to
nitrocellulose. This may appear contrary to the previ-
ous study. However previously, spot morphology was
not taken into account or which combination resulted
in the cleanest normalized data. Overall, these experi-
ments show that the system could be further optimized
by experimentation with different solvent compositions
to optimize signaling [15]. An alternative method of
silicon utilization employs the use of p-type silicon that
is anodized in a hydrofluoric acid/DMF solution. This
results in 3-D wafers that are then adhered to a plastic
slide, with samples being printed using a non-contact
mode. This design results in a surface enlargement
coupled with a low surface wetting and high droplet
contact angle resulting in small spot size, improved re-
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action kinetics, and high density arraying. The perfor-
mance of this platform was validated through detection
of the breast cancer biomarker cyclin E. This protein
was detected in several cell lines, human tissue lysates,
and samples with spiked in levels of cyclin E. Samples
were spotted with approximately 100pL droplet size
resulting in spots between 50–70 µm in size enabling
printing densities of up to 14,000 spots/cm2. Ultimate-
ly, this approach was shown to yield good spot quality
and showed no difficulty in detection of varying levels
of cyclin E between samples. These findings would in-
dicate that the current sensitivity of the assay would be
able to meet the demands of the RPMA platform [21].

It is important when selecting a visualization method
that a strong, clean signal is obtained. When using a
chromogenic detection method, detection is limited to
one protein target per slide and requires an amplifica-
tion step such as biotinyltyramide. Whereas a fluo-
rophore based detection system, such as quantum dots,
could offer a more versatile system with the ability
to multiplex and observe multiple protein targets on
a single array. Among fluorescent reporters, organ-
ic fluorophores are prone to bleaching with prolonged
exposure and tend to have a broad emission and nar-
row excitation spectra, hence limiting their usefulness
in multiplexing. However quantum dots for example,
display a narrow emission band size, broad excitation
band size, and a large extinction coefficient resulting
in a more robust fluorescent signal. Quantum dots are
semiconducting nanocrystals ranging is size from 1 to
10 nm that are able to generate a bright fluorescent sig-
nal. This signal is generated through the reporter be-
ing linked to streptavidin and recognizing the biotiny-
lated secondary antibody, rather then detection by an
enzyme such as horseradish peroxidase as in the case
of the colormetic system. The use of a quantum dot
detection system holds promise for multiplexing due to
its ability to resist photobleaching while having a wide
excitation and narrow emission spectra [6,15]. A fur-
ther iteration of RPMA detection methods utilize en-
zymatic amplification with near-IR dyes, and while not
providing the high degree of multiplexing capabilities
of quantum dots, these dyes have provided an extreme-
ly reliable means of stable and sensitive detection for
RPMA. Utilization of these dyes enables a much high-
er density array that eliminates the need for printing
multiple separate serial dilutions of the same sample
due to the much larger within-spot dynamic range (ap-
prox 300–500 times) compared to the 2-fold range of
colorimetric assays [4].

2.4. A view to the near future

The largest constraint on any analytical process such
as the RPMA is how it translates into commercial im-
plementation and routine use. The RPMA has the
ability to batch process varying patient samples while
screening for a single protein. Because it can generate
multiplexed and quantitative measurements for entire
protein signaling networks, it has unparalleled abili-
ty for drug target pathway mapping from tiny biop-
sy specimens. In theory this would allow for large
volume patient-tailored lab testing. The platform is
able to accommodate almost any experimental design
from disease study, to time courses, and biomarker val-
idation and screening. While genomic and proteom-
ic efforts are yielding a large collection of candidate
molecules potentially relevant to disease diagnostics or
therapeutics, the RPMA is well equipped to expand
upon the initial analysis and provide answers as to the
overall applicability of the biomarkers through quan-
titative measurements across many samples/patients at
once. The platform can provide data beyond the analy-
sis of whether or not the candidate molecule is present
or altered during the disease process, but also generate
data on if the alterations transcend patient history and
results in an altered molecular phenotype in a majority
of patients [16]. The RPMA is proving itself to be a
tremendously effective tool through which we can de-
fine diseases by functional pathway mapping that could
provide more effective patient specific treatment.
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